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some examples of impact systems



Overview

• Objectives of the Federation’s Impacts Project

• Canadian context for impact assessment

• Key findings and recommendations of Federation report



The Federation for the 
Humanities and Social Sciences

• Represents more than 90,000 scholars in the humanities 
and social sciences

• Organizer of the Congress for the Humanities and Social 
Sciences

• Advocacy group focusing on research and education

• Website: ideas-idees.ca



The Federation’s 
Impacts Project

• Research and consultation

• Working paper in 2014

• Approaches report 
in 2017



Objectives

• Support a productive and 
positive dialogue

• Promote an understanding of the 
possibilities and limitations

• Ensure key factors relevant to HSS 
are taken into account

• Help the HSS community better 
articulate its impacts



Impact assessment in Canada

• Government interest in performance measures

• Limited role of impact indicators in research funding
• Impact statements, knowledge-mobilization plans 

• Funding decision still driven by peer review

• Universities using impact assessment in planning 
and communication



Benefits and risks

Benefits 

Risks

• Recognition of value of HSS
• Increased attention and support
• Research co-development
• Enhanced impacts

• Perverse incentives
• Skewed research priorities
• Valuing what is measurable



Understanding the 
impacts of HSS
• HSS has substantial and 

diverse impacts across 
society

• A framework to understand 
academic impacts and 
impacts on society



Scope of HSS impact: Five baskets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scope of impact: Five basketsThe Federation’s first impacts report in 2014 provides a framework that describes the broad range of impacts that flow from HSS scholarship.Describe baskets:ScholarshipCapacity



Scope of HSS impact: Five baskets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scope of impact: Five basketsDescribe baskets:Practice and policySociety and cultureEconomyThe main takeaway is that HSS scholars have a broad range of impacts across society.



A pluralistic approach 

• Scholars face vastly different realities
• Different forms of impact

• Different pathways to impact

• Different opportunities to demonstrate impact

• A pluralistic approach accounts for impact in its many forms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comprehensive impact assessment requires a pluralistic approach Scholars across the research community face vastly different realities:Different forms of impactDifferent pathways to impactDifferent opportunities to demonstrate impactDifferent limitations on abilities to measure impact A comprehensive approach to assessing scholarly impact must be pluralistic. It must be able to account for impact in its many different forms. 



Key findings
• No single impact indicator or set of 

indicators can fully capture impact
• Bibliometrics are a useful but 

limited tool
• Not always possible to attribute impacts 

due to time lags and collaborative efforts
• Users and non-academic partners 

are vital – “pathways” assessment 
approaches are needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assessing impacts: Factors to considerOur new impact paper examines in more detail the reality of assessing impact: What are the factors that matter?We identify the following key observations:No impact indicator or set of indicators exists that can fully capture impact.Bibliometrics are a useful but limited tool for assessing impacts. –WILL HEAR MORE FROM DAVID AND NILGUNIt is not always possible to directly attribute impacts, especially when they occur over long periods of time and/or are the result of the cumulative efforts.  CASE STUDIES SHOW THISAcademic??? impacts are intrinsically linked to end users and non-academic partners.Main points about Pathways approach: It accounts for the different stages that link research to impact.It involves collaboration with practitioners and end-users.



Approaches
• Define impacts broadly
• Use diverse and flexible sets of 

indicators, qualitative and quantitative
• Researchers should play a leading role,  

in collaboration with research partners 
and users

• Assess collective impacts
• Develop institutional supports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approaches to assessing impactsBased on these observations, we recommend the following broad approaches to assessing impacts:Define impacts broadly.Use diverse and flexible sets of indicators, including qualitative and quantitative methods.Researchers should play a leading role in describing the impacts of their work, in collaboration with research partners and users.Assess collective impacts.Develop institutional supports to enable effective impact assessment; scholars cannot do this on their own – CASE STUDIES SHOWN EFFECTIVE SUPPORTS, media help, networks etc.



Illustrating the approaches

Illustrative case studies

• Impacts in folklore studies

• Policy impacts in a dynamic environment (basic income)

• Collective impacts in immigrant skill development

• Community-engaged research in history

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approaches to assessing impactsBased on these observations, we recommend the following broad approaches to assessing impacts:Define impacts broadly.Use diverse and flexible sets of indicators, including qualitative and quantitative methods.Researchers should play a leading role in describing the impacts of their work, in collaboration with research partners and users.Assess collective impacts.Develop institutional supports to enable effective impact assessment; scholars cannot do this on their own – CASE STUDIES SHOWN EFFECTIVE SUPPORTS, media help, networks etc.



Questions

Email the Federation at membership@ideas-idees.ca

Peter Severinson David Phipps
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